Did you know that September is "Read-a-New-Book" month? Pacific Press has several new books to share with you. New author, Shawn Brace, wants you to realize that we are the object of a love so profound that we are Pursued by a Relentless God. New in Elizabeth Talbot's Jesus 101 series comes the sharing book Luke: Salvation for All.

Former world church president, Jan Paulsen, has a new book as well. Where Are We Going? asks us to consider the direction our church is going and to decide what the important issues are. Christmas In My Heart collectors will be happy to see the newest addition to the series celebrating its twentieth year.

Try one of these new books or find one that is new to you and happy reading.

Christmas In My Heart V20

It's hard to believe that twenty years have passed since the first unnumbered book of Christmas stories was launched in the fall of 1992. The Christmas in My Heart series is the longest-running Christmas story series in America, but the author says "that is not a Joe Wheeler thing, but rather a God-thing." Fans and collectors will be excited to add this beautiful new Christmas in My Heart 20 to their collection. Paperback, 128 pages. US$13.99.

Surviving Grief

Author Sandy Zaugg knows something about grief. When her children were 8 and 13 she lost her husband to cancer. Nine years later, her son died as a result of an automobile accident. This book is the honest rendition of one woman's struggle through devastating grief. Zaugg doesn't pretend to have the answers for everyone. What she does offer are some very practical suggestions for facing the future. Paperback, 96 pages. US$7.99.

Luke: Salvation for All

Luke shares the exciting news that salvation is available for all who believe. The human race was buried under sin, with no possibility of eternal survival. Help could only come from above. God designed a plan to rescue us and Jesus came to fulfill it! Book 3 in the Jesus 101 series on the gospels. Paperback, 64 pages. US$15.99.

More from Jesus 101 Series

Matthew: Prophecy Fulfilled

What Jesus Really Meant

What Jesus Really Meant provides authoritative answers to the questions raised by challenging New Testament passages. It contains short, understandable chapters filled with helpful and faith building insights into the words of Jesus as found in the Gospels and the writings of Paul, Peter, and others. Paperback, 160 pages. US$15.99.
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